Specification Sheet

Freedom Task

**Model Number:** F11GV101
**List Price** (As of 02/01/2015): $1180
**University of MN Price** (As of 02/01/2015): $590

**FEATURES**
- Revolutionary counter-balance mechanism provides perfect recline resistance for all users—automatically
- Synchronous armrests move up and down together and stay with you during recline for supported balance
- Independently adjustable seat and backrest fit virtually any body size

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Weight: 42.9 lbs.
- Width: 27.25"
- Base Width: 25"
- Warranty: Textiles & Cushions – 5 years of single shift use; All other components – 15 years 24/7 use

**CONFIGURATION DETAILS**

**CODE DESCRIPTION**
- F11 Freedom Task Chair
  - 1 Standard Duron Arms
  - G Graphite
  - V101 Vellum Black
    - Standard Foam Seat Pan
    - Standard cylinder 5"
    - Standard casters
    - None-Standard Plastics & Foams
    - Standard Matching Base
    - Individually Boxed

**SUSTAINABILITY**
A selection of sustainability highlights for Freedom Task:
- Recycled content: 29% post-consumer, 18% pre-consumer
- Weighs as little as 43 pounds, minimizing resources used in shipping
- Modular cushions for easy replacement

**FIND OUT MORE**
Humanscale.com

---

Local Humanscale Representative:

Chad Dufault
651-304-0017
cdufault@humanscale.com

Contact Authorized Humanscale reseller to purchase
SPR#2864

Pricing does not include freight or installation. Formal quote may include additional charges upon request.